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Using This Guide

We invite you to use this magazine as a flexible teaching tool that is ideal for interdisciplinary 
learning of social studies and science content and core literacy concepts  Find practical advice 
for teaching individual articles or utilize a mini-unit that helps your students make cross-text 
connections as they integrate ideas and information  

READ MULTIPLE ARTICLES PAGES 4 – 14

Each article in this magazine is well-suited for teaching Common Core literacy concepts and content area knowledge  

For each individual article page in this guide, you’ll find the following:

Prepare to Read
CCSS.SpeakListen.1, 2, 4

Common Core Connections to teach 
reading and writing standards

CCSS.Writing.1, 2, 3 & 6

TEACH A MINI-UNIT PAGES 16 – 19

Magazine articles can be easily grouped to make cross-text 

connections and comparisons  Our Common Core mini-unit 

guides students to read and discuss multiple articles and 

integrate ideas and information (CCSS ReadingInfoText 9)  

Discussing multiple articles (CCSS SpeakListen 1, 2, 4) prepares 

students to write informational texts to share and publish in a 

variety of ways (CCSS Writing 2)   

Key Vocabulary 
CCSS.Reading.4

ARTICLES

SOCIAL 
STUDIES 

CONTENT

CORE 
LITERACY

Close Reading Questions
CCSS.Reading.1-10

Essential Question

Content Concepts
C3 Framework for Social Studies 

State Standards
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READING
Core literacy concepts, such as the ones found in the Common Core State Standards, help students access social studies 

and science content  Integration of both literacy thinking and content study offers students a great way to become experts 

in reading informational text and literature for content knowledge   This guide provides questions to cover many core literacy 

concepts 

Common Core Reading, Speaking & Listening, and Writing

Draw Inferences (CCSS.InfoText.1)     Summarize (CCSS.InfoText.2) 
Describe Relationships (CCSS.InfoText.3)   Determine Word Meaning (CCSS.InfoText.4) 
Analyze Text Structure (CCSS.InfoText.5)    Understand Author’s Point of View (CCSS.InfoText.6)
Interpret Visual Information (CCSS.InfoText.7)  Explain Reasons and Evidence (CCSS.InfoText.8)

DISCUSSION OPTIONS—IN CLASS OR ONLINE

Article Clubs: Form small reading groups of students reading the same article  Have students discuss the content, share 
ideas, and critically evaluate the text 

Jigsaw Clubs: Form small reading groups of students reading different articles  Invite students to share information and 
resources with each other 

Whole Class: Launch with an essential question  Encourage students to find and share evidence from different articles 
to build a greater understanding of the question 

SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Use the articles in this magazine to spark meaningful discussions in person and online  Encourage deeper discussions where 

students can become topic experts (CCSS.SpeakListen.1, 2, 4).

FOCUS STANDARD: CCSS.InfoText.9: Integrate Ideas and Information
Have students read multiple articles on the same topic from this magazine to build knowledge and make cross-text 
comparisons 

WRITING
Use the articles in this magazine to prompt informative/explanatory writing (CCSS.Writing.2). Have students use evidence 

from the texts to share information about social studies, language arts, or science conten  See the Mini-Unit section of this 

guide (pgs  16 – 19) as well as the Article Pages (pgs  4 - 14) for ways to incorporate writing into your instruction 
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ARTICLE: Ransom for a King
Magazine pages 2 - 3, Expository Nonfiction     

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Drawing Inferences CCSS Info Text 1

Use details from the text and your own knowledge to draw inferences about why 

it was so expensive to conduct a crusade 

Analyze Relationships CCSS Info Text 3

Reread portions of the text that refer to religious leaders and institutions  How did 

Eleanor treat them? How did her relationship with them change?

Narrative Writing CCSS Writing 3

Imagine you are a nobleman being asked to volunteer as a hostage  Write a 

dialogUE of your conversation with Eleanor  

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  Underline details in the text that explain how the monarchy raised funds for the 

crusade and the ransom 

•  Underline words and phrases in the text that indicate emotion and note who is 

experiencing the emotion 

•  Make a list of other methods Eleanor used to obtain Richard’s freedom 

PREPARE TO READ

Complete the K and W sections of a KWL chart about the Crusades 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 1
0

4
0

When Richard the Lionheart was captured in Austria, his 

mother, Eleanor of Aquitaine, kept the kingdom together and 

arranged his ransom 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?

KEY VOCABULARY
assessments (p. 3) an amount 

that a person is officially required to 

pay, especially as a tax

entourage (p. 3) a group of 

people who go with and assist an 

important person 

stipulation (p. 3) something that 

is required as part of an agreement

Science 

Learn how silver and gold were 

formed into objects like chalices 

or coins  What properties of these 

metals allow for this process? How 

has the process changed over time?

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Leaders must balance personal needs 

against those of their groups (e g  the 

citizenry) 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: The Other ‘Aenor’ 
Magazine pages 5 - 7, Expository Nonfiction        

KEY VOCABULARY
devout (p. 7) deeply religious

pomp (p. 7) the impressive 

decorations, music, clothing, etc , that 

are part of some formal events

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Explain Reasons and Evidence CCSS Info Text 8

What evidence does the author present for her statement that Louis and Eleanor 

were quite different? Is the evidence sufficient?

Analyze Text Structure CCSS Reading 5

How do the section titles relate to their sections? How do they aid in your 

understanding of the text? Could other section titles have worked equally as well 

or better?

Research-Based Writing  CCSS Writing 2 & 6

Research either wedding or coronation ceremonies and write an expository essay 

detailing how they were carried out during the early to mid-twelfth century 

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  How did Eleanor’s father prepare her to be a ruler? Use the text to support your 

answer 

•  What role did death play in Eleanor and Louis becoming eligible for their 

thrones? Underline details in the text that support your answer 

•  Why was William concerned about his daughter’s future before he left for 

Compostela, and what did he do to protect her?

PREPARE TO READ

Discuss the accompanying artwork and captions with the students  Ask what 

they think the article will be about 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 1
0

0
0

The article details how Eleanor came to inherit her father’s 

throne and then become queen of France 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?  
 

EXTENSION
Music 

Listen to recordings of music written 

in the twelfth century  Learn about 

the instruments of the time and 

experiment with playing them  

CROSS-CURRICULAR

CONCEPT
Shifts in political and military relations 

between peoples represent examples 

of historical change 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: Meet the Angevins
Magazine pages 8 - 10, Expository Nonfiction  

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Interpret Visual Information CCSS Info Text 7

Answer the following questions for each illustration that accompanies the text  

Which portion of the text does it refer to? Is it a cartoon or A painting? How does 

it add to your knowledge of the topic?

Analyze Relationships CCSS Info Text 3

Compare King Richard I and King John 

Research-Based Writing CCSS Writing 2 & 6

Research the Magna Carta  Write an essay explaining why it is considered a 

foundational document in democracy  

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  What is the main purpose of each site highlighted in the article? Underline this 

information in the text 

•  Use the text to determine which features (e g , size, construction materials) 

make each structure grand 

•  Underline details in the text that refer to how each structure was planned 

PREPARE TO READ

Have the students imagine themselves as kings or queens  Ask if they would 

stay home to rule or go off to war to seek further glory 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 1
16

0

Three kings of England, Eleanor’s second husband and two 

sons, were also counts of Anjou, a county in Northwest France  

The article looks at the rise, rule, and fall of these Angevins 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?

KEY VOCABULARY
excommunicate (p. 10) to not 

allow (someone) to continue being 

a member of the Roman Catholic 

church

insurrection (p. 10) a usually 

violent attempt to take control of a 

government

proclaim (p. 10) to say or state 
(something) in a public, official, or 
definite way

Architecture  

Learn what features are required for 

a building to be considered a castle  

Study examples of castles and draw 

your own plans or create a model of 

a famous castle 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
The work of an individual can impact 

the course of history 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: Heeding the Call to Action
Magazine pages 11 - 13, Expository Nonfiction  

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Analyze Text Structure CCSS Info Text 5

Each section heading ends with an ellipsis  What is the purpose of this 

punctuation mark? How does it help the author develop the concepts presented 

in the text?

Interpret Visual Information CCSS Info Text 7

Discuss the illustrations that accompany the text with a partner  What added 

information do they supply? How do they relate to the text? 

Explain Reasons & Evidence CCSS Info Text 8

The author gives reasons for Eleanor and Louis’ desire to join the Crusade  Locate 

the reasons and any evidence in the text that supports them  Is the evidence 

sufficient?  

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  Underline text that explains the purpose of each of the Crusades 

•  Use details from the article to chart the outcomes of both Crusades 

•  How did the Crusade impact Louis and Eleanor’s marriage? Use details from 

the text to support your answer 

PREPARE TO READ

Discuss what is meant by “a call to action ”

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 1
0

80

Louis and Eleanor joined the second Crusade for religious 

reasons, but it fed Eleanor’s desire for adventure and put an 

irreparable rift in their marriage 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?

KEY VOCABULARY
absorb (p.13) to learn (something)

avail (p.13) help toward reaching 

a goal

revel (p.13) to enjoy (something) 
very much

shrine (p. 12) a place connected 
with a holy person or event where 
people go to worship

Art History  

Research the characteristics of 

Byzantine art and look at images 

of it  Discover how Byzantine 

art influenced other art and the 

architecture of the period  Learn 

about its legacy 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Broad historical developments (e g  

the Crusades) influence connections 

among historical events on a personal, 

local, and regional level  

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: Queen of England
Magazine page 14, Expository Nonfiction  

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Summarize Main Ideas CCSS Info Text 2

What is the main idea of this article? Which details provide the most support 

for the main idea? Write a summary of the text, including the main idea and 

important details 

Explain Reasons and Evidence CCSS Info Text 8

What evidence does the author give for Eleanor’s soft side? Is the evidence 

sufficient?

Draw Inferences CCSS Info Text 1

Draw inferences about the personalities of Eleanor, Henry, and Richard  Support 

your inferences with details from the text  

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  How did Eleanor’s temperament impact her marriage? Site details from the text 

to support your answer 

•  Why was Eleanor imprisoned by Henry? Use the text to support your answer 

•  Underline details in the text that show how Eleanor’s status changed once 

Richard became king 

PREPARE TO READ

Show images of the queens of England and discuss what it might have been 

like to be queen during Eleanor’s time 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 9
60

Eleanor went from one rocky marriage to another, but the 

second left her in charge of England 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?

KEY VOCABULARY
stormy (p. 14) full of anger, 

shouting, etc 

torment (p. 14) extreme physical 

or mental pain

English Language Arts 

Write a brief imagined dialogue 

between Eleanor and Henry set 

during a Christmas when she was 

allowed to come to Windsor Castle 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
The work of an individual can impact 

the course of history  

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: Imprisoned
Magazine pages 16 - 17, Expository Nonfiction              

KEY VOCABULARY
advocate (p. 16) to support or 

argue for (a cause, policy, etc )

flaunted (p. 17) to show 

(something) in a very open way so that 

other people will notice

fortify (p. 17) to strengthen (a 

place) by building military defenses 

(such as walls, trenches, etc ) 

regent (p. 17) a person who rules a 

kingdom when the king or queen is not 

able to rule because he or she is sick, 

too young, etc 

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Opinion Writing CCSS Writing 1 & 6

Was Eleanor right to support her sons against her husband? Could she have made 

another choice? Write an opinion essay using details from the text to support 

your ideas 

Describe Relationships CCSS Info Text 3

Use information from the text to find examples of Eleanor’s loyalty to her sons 

and determine how this impacted her actions 

Clarify Information CCSS Speaking & Listening 5

Create graphic representations of the family relationships in the article as part of a 

presentation that will clarify the information given   

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  Underline details in the text that suggest reasons why Eleanor left England 

•  Highlight information in the text that explains King Louis VII’s role in the Great 

Revolt 

•  Was Eleanor a good ruler? Use the text to support your answer 

PREPARE TO READ

Discuss actions that might cause someone to ask their spouse for a divorce 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 1
12

0
Three of Eleanor and Henry’s sons began a rebellion against 

him with the support of Eleanor’s first husband and Eleanor 

herself  Eleanor was arrested, but she refused to divorce Henry 

to ensure that her sons remained heirs to the throne 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION
Science 

Research dysentery  What causes the 

disease, how is it transmitted, and 

how is it treated today? Describe any 

risk factors for getting the disease 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies? 

CONCEPT
Shifts in political and military relations 

between peoples represent examples 

of historical change 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: The Court of Love
Magazine pages 18 - 21, Expository Nonfiction   

KEY VOCABULARY
corroborate (p. 21) to support or 

help prove (a statement, theory, etc ) 

by providing information or evidence 

eventual (p. 21) coming or 

happening at a later time

melancholy (p. 19) feeling or 

showing sadness; very unhappy

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  Underline text that explains what the Court of Love was 

•  How did Marie possibly influence Capellanus to write the story of the Court of 

Love? Use the text to support your answer 

•  How does the concept of a court of love persist today?

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Analyze Text Structure CCSS Info Text 5

Reread the opening of the article  How does this section contribute to the overall 

article? What purpose does it serve for the reader?

Explain Reasons & Evidence CCSS Info Text 8

The author concludes that the Court of Love was just a story  What evidence does 

she present for this? Is the evidence sufficient?

Research-Based Narrative Writing CCSS Writing 1 & 6

Is a court of love a good idea? Write an essay detailing your opinion and 

supporting it with evidence  

PREPARE TO READ

Hypothesize about what the “Court of Love” might be 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 9
0

0

Stories about Eleanor holding a Court of Love persist despite 

the lack of evidence in the historical record to support them 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION
Family and Consumer 
Science  

Renaissance Faires attempt to 

recreate Eleanor’s time period  Study 

the foods and clothing of the time 

and create a mini Renaissance Faire 

in your classroom 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?

CONCEPT
The past can be best understood 

by utilizing and evaluating multiple 

sources 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: Guedelon: A Castle in the Making
Magazine pages 22 - 25, Expository Nonfiction  

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Author’s Purpose CCSS Info Text 6

What is the author’s purpose in writing this text? How do the elements of the 

article help convey that purpose?

Interpret Words CCSS Info Text 4

Use context clues to determine the meaning of the words “mortar” and “trusses ” 

Use a dictionary to confirm your answers 

Narrative Writing CCSS Writing 3 & 6

View the website listed with the article and then write a letter home as if you are 

participating in the project or have taken the tour  Be sure to include sensory 

details 

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  What are the benefits of experimental archaeology? Use the text to support 

your answer 

•  Use the article to create an outline of the steps involved in preparing the 

project 

•  Underline activities that are occurring at the construction site 

PREPARE TO READ

Discuss castles you have built out of sand or blocks  Imagine building a 

medieval castle without modern construction equipment 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 1
19

0

Guedelon Castle is being constructed as part of an 

archaeological experiment to learn more about how castles 

were built during medieval times  

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?

KEY VOCABULARY
authentic (p. 24) real or genuine

evoke (p. 25) to bring (a memory, 

feeling, image, etc ) into the mind

innovation (p. 23) a new idea, 
device, or method

Engineering 

Research means of lifting heavy 

objects  Describe the principles that 

allow one method to overcome the 

force of gravity  Draw a schematic to 

accompany your description 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Recreating elements of the past can 

help us to learn about them 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: What a Family!
Magazine pages 26 - 27, Expository Nonfiction

KEY VOCABULARY
abdicate (p. 26) to leave the 

position of being a king or queen 

minority (p. 26) the time or period 

when a person is not yet old enough to 

have the full rights of an adult

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  Use information from the text to plot the family members on a map of Europe 

from the era 

•  Underline the names of Eleanor’s descendants who became rulers 

•  Highlight the descendants who were parents of rulers 

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Interpret Visual Information CCSS Info Text 7

Look at the information on page 27  Use the article text to extend the family tree  

Conduct further research in an attempt to reach modern times 

Determine Purpose  CCSS Info Text 6

Determine the overall theme of the text and then decide the author’s purpose in 

presenting this theme  Use details from the text to assist you 

Analyze Text Structure  CCSS Info Text 5

Study the text, looking for structural elements in how the author chose to develop 

the theme  Determine the overall structure  

PREPARE TO READ

Today most people marry for love, but this wasn’t always the case  Discuss 

other reasons for marrying a specific person 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 1
14

0

Eleanor’s descendants  continued the royal line through 

marriages that spread her genes throughout Europe 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION
English Language Arts  

Create your own family tree  Write an 

article detailing the most important 

accomplishments of the members of 

your family  

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?

CONCEPT
The work of an individual can impact 

the course of history 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: A Coat of Arms
Magazine pages 30 - 31, Expository Nonfiction  

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Draw Inferences CCSS Info Text 1

Reread the section titled “Hanover’s Shield ” What can you infer about the 

treatment of women in Hanover compared to other parts of Europe?

Analyze Text Structure CCSS Info Text 5

Reread the paragraph on King Edward III  Consider how each sentence relates to 

the main idea of the paragraph and the article  What new information is added? 

How are transitions accomplished?

Research-Based Writing CCSS Writing 2 & 6

Research one of the people mentioned in the article and write a short biography 

of that person 

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  Trace the use of the lion throughout the history of the British Royal Coat of 

Arms 

•  Underline the territories each ruler represented on his coat of arms and 

determine who ruled the greatest number of territories 

•  Make a list of each territory mentioned and what animals or plants have 

symbolized it 

PREPARE TO READ

Discuss the purpose of a coat of arms and show other examples of them 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 8
50

The article traces changes made throughout history to the 

modern British Royal Coat of Arms 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?

KEY VOCABULARY
emblem (p. 31) an object or 

picture used to suggest a thing that 

cannot be shown

motto (p. 31) a short sentence or 

phrase that expresses a rule guiding 

the behavior of a particular person or 

group

Art & English Language Arts  

Design your own coat of arms and 

write an essay explaining the symbols 

you used and what you rule over 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Symbols have many purposes (e g , 

identifying the king in battle or 

representing the territory he rules) 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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ARTICLE: Age Not a Factor
Magazine pages 32 - 34, Expository Nonfiction              

KEY VOCABULARY
coordinate (p. 34) to make 

arrangements so that two or more 

people or groups of people can work 

together properly and well

faction (p. 33) a group within a 

larger group that has different ideas 

and opinions than the rest of the group 

keen (p. 34) strong or intense

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS

Analyze Ideas  CCSS Info Text 3

Which details in the text support the idea that individuals were as likely to have 

conflicts as governments? How does the author elaborate on this idea?

Explain Reasons and Evidence  CCSS Info Text 8

Reread the article while looking for evidence that supports the first sentence  

Explain how you might fact-check the evidence 

Write Arguments CCSS Writing 1 & 6

“With age comes wisdom” is a common saying  Do you agree? Use your 

knowledge of Eleanor and your own experience to write a persuasive essay   

CLOSE READING QUESTIONS

•  Why did Henry II finally free his wife from captivity? Quote the text to support 

your answer 

•  Underline details in the text that explain Eleanor’s role in keeping her sons in 

power 

•  How did Eleanor’s age help her arrange suitable marriages? Use the text to 

support your answer 

PREPARE TO READ

Discuss the implications of the title and consider how it might relate to 

Eleanor 

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 1
11

0
Once Eleanor was freed from captivity, her power grew  Her 

knowledge of other royal families and past conflicts helped her 

to assist her sons and arrange beneficial marriages 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION
Character Education  

Eleanor was a mediator and a 

negotiator  As a class, discuss the 

differences between the two  What 

skills does each require? What 

purpose does each serve? Learn and 

practice both skillsets 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
What made Eleanor of 
Aquitaine such a capable 
leader, and how did she 
direct the development of 
European monarchies?

CONCEPT
The work of an individual can impact 

the course of history 

SOCIAL STUDIES
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COMPARE ARTICLES

COMPARING TEXTS

SYNTHESIZE: Guide students to compare articles they read   Help students find the 
connections between pieces of information in multiple texts  Use prompts, such as the 
following examples, to have students work together to Integrate Ideas and Information 
(CCSS.Reading.9) 

•  Create a timeline of the most important events in Eleanor’s life 

•  Use information from a variety of articles to compare Eleanor’s marriages 

•  A number of the articles mention elements of medieval life  Learn about the social 
structure, the role of women, views of love and marriage, the role of religion, and life 
in a castle  Make a chart of what you learn about each category 

•  Using “Ransom for a King,” “Meet the Angevins,” “Queen of England,” “Imprisoned,” 
and “Age Not a Factor,” discover the nature of the relationships between Eleanor and 
each of her sons  How did each relationship impact England?

•  Study all of the articles to determine Eleanor’s legacy and that of the Angevin line 

CROSS-TEXT CONNECTIONS WITH MULTIPLE ARTICLES

Dig: Europe’s Eleanor of Aquitaine © March 201615
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Students will create picture book biographies of Eleanor and other members of her family  
The unit is set up for small groups to complete a biography together but could be adapted 
for individuals to work alone 

ENGAGE: Share a selection of picture book biographies with the class. Look for some 
books that feature the entire life story and some that feature only a single element. 
Explain that students will create similar books about Eleanor, Richard I, John, Henry II, or 
other family members.

EXPLORATORY LEARNING - FLEXIBLE MINI-UNIT DESIGN

Share the essential question:
What made Eleanor of Aquitaine such a capable leader, and how did she 

direct the development of European monarchies?

MINI-UNIT

Dig: Europe’s Eleanor of Aquitaine © March 2016

ENGAGE READ AND 
COMPARE APPLY

16

Henry II

Eleanor of 
Aquitaine

John

Richard IHenry the 
Younger
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CHOOSE A PURPOSE FOR READING
DETERMINE MEANING: CCSS Reading 4  Use the context to determine the meaning of “humiliating ” 
Use a dictionary to verify your definition  Consider whether the terms were truly humiliating and why 

AUTHOR’S PURPOSE: CCSS Reading 6  What is the main purpose of this text? Reread to discover 
the main idea or theme and then consider how the article relates to the title of the issue  

EVALUATE EVIDENCE: CCSS Reading 8  The author indicates that Eleanor had few options in how 
to respond to the ransom demand  What evidence is presented for this? What other options were 
there? Why might Eleanor have decided not to consider other options? 

READ AND COMPARE ARTICLES: Begin with a focus article as a base for building 
content knowledge and model how to work through the text. 

 1) READ ALOUD: Use “Ransom for a King” (pgs  2-3) as a focus article, or choose a different 
article that works well for your teaching goals  Share the article summary on page 4 of this 
guide  Students can read their own copies of the article and use sticky notes to mark places 
they find interesting or have questions about  

 2) DISCUSS THE ARTICLE: After reading, guide students to talk about the article  See the 
Article Pages for Close Reading Questions 

 3) READ NEW ARTICLES: Help students choose additional articles to read based on their 
inquiry questions or what they finding interesting  Refer to the Article Pages for summaries of 
each article within Dig: Europe’s Eleanor of Aquitaine 

4) COMPARE ARTICLES: After students have read multiple articles, guide them to make 
cross-text connections  Refer to page 15 to Compare Articles using prompts that help students 
integrate ideas and information 

Dig: Europe’s Eleanor of Aquitaine © March 2016

MINI-UNIT (cont )
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APPLY: BOOK BIOS

The students will research a person mentioned in the issue and compose a biography 
of that person, perhaps focusing on a single event in that person’s life. They will also 
learn about picture book structure and produce a book as their final product. 

Dig: Europe’s Eleanor of Aquitaine © March 2016

MINI-UNIT (cont )
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Whole Class

Step 1: Encourage students to look 
through the issue and decide which 
person they’d like to learn more about 

Step 2: Group students according to 
their selections 

Step 3: Remind students of the parts 
of a book, including the covers, the 
title page, and the copyright page  
Some groups may decide to include a 
glossary or table of contents as well 

Step 4: Explain that picture books 
commonly contain 32 pages because 
this format is easier and cheaper to 
produce   

Step 5: Show the Picture Book Format 
Guide and explain that it will help 
students plan their final product 

Step 6: Assist students as they conduct 
research for their books  Remind them 
to keep the essential question for this 
issue in mind as they work 

Once the books are complete, have a read-aloud day  You may even want to 
invite younger students to hear and see your work 

Student Groups

Step 1: Research your person and take 
notes 

Step 2: Decide the focus of your 
narrative  Will you tell their entire life 
story or focus on a single event that 
highlights the Essential Question for 
this issue?

Step 3: Write a rough draft 

Step 4: Revise for spelling, grammar, 
and punctuation 

Step 5: Use the Picture Book Planning 
Guide to help you decide which text 
should appear on each page  Draw 
stick figures or make notes for each 
illustration as well  

Note: You may need more than one 
copy of the Guide to reach a final 
product that satisfies you 

Step 6: Proofread your text again  
Verify that the illustrations accompany 
appropriate text 

Step 7: Create a final copy of your book  
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GROUP MEMBERS: 
________________________________________
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ANALYZE GRAPHIC FEATURES

GRAPHIC FEATURE HOW THIS FEATURE HELPED 
YOUR UNDERSTANDING

PAGE
LOCATION

NAME: _________________________

Dig: Europe’s Eleanor of Aquitaine © March 201620
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CONCEPT CHART

ESSENTIAL QUESTION OR INQUIRY QUESTION:

ARTICLE 1: ARTICLE 2: ARTICLE 3:

Show how reading multiple articles developed your understanding of the 
essential question or your own inquiry question.

NAME: _________________________

Dig: Europe’s Eleanor of Aquitaine © March 2016
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abdicate  to leave the position of being a king or 
queen

When she later abdicated in favor of her son 
Ferdinand, he became ruler of both Castile and Leon, 
starting a dynasty that led directly to Queen Isabella of 
Spain and later Spanish monarchs. (p. 26)

absorb  to learn (something)

While there, she absorbed many of the literary and 
artistic tastes that would shape her court upon her 
return to Europe. (p. 13)

advocate  to support or argue for (a cause, policy, 
etc.)

In a fit of rage, it is said by some that he advocated the 
murder of Thomas Beckett, Archbishop of Canterbury. 
(p. 16)

assessments  an amount that a person is officially 
required to pay, especially as a tax

She also imposed assessments on knights and enacted 
special land taxes. (p. 3)

authentic  real or genuine

The team of experts created an authentic design, 
using several surviving 13th-century French castles as 
models. (p. 24)

avail  help toward reaching a goal

The Pope did try to reconcile the two, but to no avail. 
(p. 13)

coordinate  to make arrangements so that two or 
more people or groups of people can work together 
properly and well

The marriages that Eleanor coordinated were key 
to maintaining the position of her family and of the 
English monarchy. (p. 34)

corroborate  to support or help prove (a 
statement, theory, etc.) by providing information or 
evidence

As they do their research, they look for one source to 
corroborate another. (p. 21) 

devout  deeply religious

Mild-mannered and devout, the 17-year-old prince’s 
background and personality were quite different from 
those of the worldly and sophisticated Eleanor. (p. 7)

emblem  an object or picture used to suggest a 
thing that cannot be shown

The French emblems were then removed from the 
English coat of arms, and Scotland’s coat of arms took 
their place. (p. 31) 

entourage  a group of people who go with and 
assist an important person 

Finally, accompanied by a huge entourage that 
included armed guards, Eleanor traveled to Germany 
with tons of silver and the hostages. (p. 3) 

eventual  coming or happening at a later time

It was there that Eleanor groomed Richard for his 
eventual role as Duke of Aquitaine. (p. 21)

evoke  to bring (a memory, feeling, image, etc.) into 
the mind

The “chink, chink, chink” of stonemasons and the 
clatter of horse-drawn carts bringing timber from the 
forest evoke the sounds of a medieval construction 
site. (p. 25)

excommunicate  to not allow (someone) to 
continue being a member of the Roman Catholic 
church

His clash with the Pope over the appointment of the 
Archbishop of Canterbury led to his excommunication 
from the Church, and he had to pay an annual fee to 
regain the Pope’s favor. (p. 10)

faction  a group within a larger group that has 
different ideas and opinions than the rest of the group

This event does highlight Eleanor of Aquitaine’s role as 
intermediary between factions, primarily the Angevins 
and the Capetians, members of a royal dynasty 
founded by Hugh Capet in A.D. 987. (p. 33)

flaunt  to show (something) in a very open way so 
that other people will notice

The reason is unclear, but she may have been angry 
that the king, who was given to having affairs, had 
made a beautiful young woman, Fair Rosamond 
Clifford, his mistress and had flaunted the relationship 
in public. (p. 17)

Glossary
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Glossary
fortify  to strengthen (a place) by building military 
defenses (such as walls, trenches, etc.)

For the next 15 years, on Henry’s orders, Eleanor was 
moved from one place to another, kept in custody in 
the most strongly fortified towns, and deprived of all 
revenues from her estates. (p. 17)

innovation  a new idea, device, or method

Others have been added to over the centuries, leaving 
the medieval parts dwarfed by modern innovations. (p. 
23)

insurrection  a usually violent attempt to take 
control of a government

John also faced domestic insurrection. (p. 10)

keen  strong or intense

Keenly aware of dynastic politics, Eleanor knew that 
putting French-leaning Arthur on the English throne 
could lead to all kinds of trouble. (p. 34)

melancholy  feeling or showing sadness; very 
unhappy

As the last strains of the melancholy tune fade into the 
air, a young man approaches the long platform at the 
head of the hall. (p. 19)

minority  the time or period when a person is not 
yet old enough to have the full rights of an adult

When Blanche’s husband, Louis VIII, died young, 
Blanche ruled France as regent during the minority 
of her son, Louis IX, and again later when he went on 
Crusade. (p. 26)

motto  a short sentence or phrase that expresses 
a rule guiding the behavior of a particular person or 
group

Sometimes, the sovereign’s motto (Dieu et Mon Droit) 
is added. (p. 31)

pomp  the impressive decorations, music, clothing, 
etc., that are part of some formal events

The wedding banquet was a feast of pomp and 
splendor, rare gifts, and delicacies. (p. 7)

proclaim  to say or state (something) in a public, 
official, or definite way

This remarkable document served as a milestone on 
the road to democracy, as it proclaimed that the law 
was above the will of the king. (p. 10)

regent  a person who rules a kingdom when the 
king or queen is not able to rule because he or she is 
sick, too young, etc.

She assumed the regency and secured oaths of 
allegiance from many lords and high-ranking clergy to 
the new king, her son Richard, while he was delayed 
abroad. (p. 17)

revel  to enjoy (something) very much

The East seemed a paradise to her in comparison, 
where she reveled in the sophistication and the 
romance of its cross-cultural courts. (p. 13)

shrine  a place connected with a holy person or 
event where people go to worship

As these lands came increasingly under Muslim control, 
Western Europeans developed their own shrines, such 
as Santiago de Compostela in Spain and the shrine of 
St. Martin at Tours in France, but the draw of the Holy 
Land remained powerful. (p. 12)

stipulation  something that is required as part of 
an agreement 

Then he added another stipulation: 200 nobles had 
to be sent to him as hostages until full payment was 
received. (p. 3)

stormy  full of anger, shouting, etc.

The two were attracted to one another, but their 
strong-willed tempers led to a stormy marriage. (p. 14)

torment  extreme physical or mental pain

In 1193, she wrote to Pope Celestine, saying that she 
was tormented by the memory of the deaths of two of 
her sons. (p. 14)
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“The Other ‘Aenor’”

• http://www.midi-france.info/190202_aquitaine.htm

This site contains biographical information about many of the rulers in Eleanor’s 
family, from her grandfather to her daughter  

“Heeding The Call To Action”

• http://www.history.com/topics/crusades

The History Channel presents an article and videos discussing the Crusades from 
the inception of the idea to their conclusion 

“Imprisoned”

• http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/middle_ages/henryii_character_01.
shtml

This BBC page contains an article, “The Character and Legacy of Henry II,” which 
discusses Henry II from many perspectives    

Online Resources

http://www.midi-france.info/190202_aquitaine.htm
http://www.history.com/topics/crusades
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/middle_ages/henryii_character_01.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/middle_ages/henryii_character_01.shtml

